Name of the course: English Language Skills
Lecturer name: Jordan Sopinsky
Course number:
Office hours: TBA

Short course description (5-10 lines) with key words at the end of the paragraph

In the English Language Skills course, students will learn to apply the principles of English sentence structure. Students will use dictionaries, diagram sentences, write grammatical sentences, identify the major parts of sentences and their relationships, practice basic conventions, and state and show the qualities of effective paragraphs as well as the basic structural components of paragraphs. Students will also write an effective paragraph with the basic structural components.

Key words: English, grammar, skills, sentence, paragraph, writing, dictionary

Course requirements:
Attendance required...yes
1. Five quizzes...50%
2. Final exam...50%

- Using dictionaries
- Possession
- Parts of speech: verbs, adverbs, adjectives, prepositions
- Tenses
- Objects
- Sentence patterns
- Modifiers
- Verbal phrases
- Clauses, subordination, and conjunction
- Appositives
- Compounded words, phrases, and clauses
- Punctuation
- Questions
- Paragraphs